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For any curve close enough to a straight line there is a global solution of Euler 
equations having for all positive time a vortex sheet and admitting the given curve 
as the initial sheet. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider Euler equations for an incompressible perfect fluid in the 
plane, 
2 + ,t & (uiu) = -grad q, 
I=1 1 
div u = 0, 
where u = (ur(t, x1, x2), u,(t, x1, x2)) is the velocity at time t in the point 
with coordinates (x,, x2) and q is the normalized pressure. 
We are interested in singular solutions, whose vorticity, i.e., the curl of 
velocity, curl u = au,/ax, - au,/ax2, is a measure carried by a curve 
T, = {(x,, x2): x2 =y(t, x,)}; the vorticity density Q(t, x1) is then defined 
by (curl U, rp) =lR Q(t, x1) cp(x,, y(t, x1)) dx,, for any smooth compactly 
supported test function cp. 
An example is the following stationary flow: 
Qo t41=-, 
2 
u,=o for x,<O, 
J-4 ul= -- 
2’ 
242 = 0 for x2 >O. 
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Here the vorticity is the measure with constant density Q, on the x,-axis. 
This flow is unstable (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) because an initial 
perturbation 6y, of the curve, or 652, of the vorticity density, with space 
frequency k, is amplified by a factor exp(c kt) [2, 3, 51. 
As a consequence, it is in general only for analytic initial data (curve 
and vorticity density) that one is able to prove existence, locally in time, 
of the curve T1 and the vorticity density S2(t, x,), using a theorem of 
Cauchy-Kowalewski type (we refer to the work of C. Sulem, P. L. Sulem, 
C. Bardos, and U. Frisch [ 51). 
Our purpose in this paper is to show that if the initial vorticity density is 
not arbitrary but is chosen depending on the curve r, = {(x, yO(x)): x E R}, 
then the curve r, exists for all t > 0. We just assume dyddx is the Fourier 
transform of a measure with small total mass. 
In addition, we will prove Tr and Q(t) become analytic for t > 0, in a 
strip whose width increases linearly in t, and they converge to a straight 
line and to a constant, respectively, for infinite t. 
This result shows a class of nonstationary vortex sheets for which 
singularity does not occur. Furthermore it reveals a strange behavior of 
Euler equations: there exists initial data for which there is a global solution 
for t > 0, while we do not know anything about the existence of a solution 
for t < 0, even in a weak sense, with such initial data. 
2. EQUATIONS AND NOTATIONS 
The equations that govern the motion of a vortex sheet have been 
established in [S]: 
The indices t, x indicate differentiation with respect to t, x; 
and 
are the components of the mean of the two velocities of the fluid on both 
sides of T,. The sign f indicates an integral defined as a Cauchy principal 
value. 
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We write $2 as Q = Q,( 1 + w), where Sz, is a constant which, without loss 
of generality, will be set equal to 2 (just change time scale). 
Taking y, and o as unknowns, deriving the first equation with respect to 
x, and splitting conveniently V, and V, gives 
(E) w,-~y,=G(y,,~L, i 
Yxr-~o=F(Yx>o)x? 
where n is defined by Au(x) = l/z f ((u(x) - u(x’))/(x - xl)*) dx’; (if 
a(() =f ec2”i”r u(x) dx is the Fourier transform of u, one has 
(Au)A(O = 2~ ItI 45) ); and 
-- dx’, 
where p =p(x, x’) = (y(x) - y(x’))/(x - x’) (forgetting the variable t). 
We add the initial condition y,(O, x) = y&x) to system (E), and treat it 
as a fixed point problem 
(Y,, WI = n.L, 0) 
for a hereafter defined mapping 5 on S3a x aa, a space of (pairs of) 
functions of t > 0 and x E R. 
DEFINITION 1. Let B, denote the Banach space of functions of one 
variable x E R, which are Fourier transforms of bounded measures, with 
corresponding norm IIuII = flw d ICI. And for p 2 0, let B, denote the sub- 
space of UEB, such that the measure lulP= leP’ a(t)/ is bounded 
(r=2n 151); the norm in B, is Ilullp=Jdlul,. 
The functions of B, are analytic in the strip {x + z’y: ) yl < p}. Moreover, 
one has I uvl p < 1~1 p * 101 p (here + indicates convolution of bounded 
measures), so that B, is an algebra for pointwise multiplication. 
DEFINITION 2. For tl30, SYU is the space of continuous functions of 
t > 0 with values in B,, such that there exists a bounded positive measure p 
with learr am I <p, for all t. We call IuI, the intimum of such measures p. 
Then .%?= is a Banach space with norm 
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We now come to describe the mapping .Y-, that is, write the solution to 





40) = vat 
for given F, G in go and v. in B,. For this we introduce the following 
operators S, lo, I+, and ZZ: 
DEFINITION 3. Let S: B, + go be defined by Sv,(t)=e-‘“v,. One has 
1 Vu, 1 r < 1 ijo I. We will express this inequality of measures by saying S is 
norm-measure contracting from B, into g,. 
Once S is defined, a solution to system (EL), in the case F= G = 0, is 
v = sv,, w  = -v. 
DEFINITION 4. For h E 9$, and t > 0, we set 
z+ h(t) = J-i S(t - T) h(z), d?. 
It is easily verified that Z+h(t) is a continuous B,-valued function of 
t > 0, and if l/r(r)* 1 d p then IZ+h(t)- I <p, for all t. This defines I+ as a 
norm-measure contracting operator on g,,. For 0 < c1< 1, I+ operates on 
BE, with IZ+hl, 6 lZrl,/( 1 -M). 
The operator I+ gives the solution, vanishing for t = 0, to u, + /lu = h,, 
as u=Z+h, for hego. 
Similarly, one gets a solution, vanishing for infinite t, to u, - /lu = h,, as 
u = -Z-h, where ZP is another norm-measure contracting operator on Bo. 
DEFINITION 5. For h E B. and t 2 0, we set 
z- h(t) =s m S(7 - t) h(z), dr. I 
Also ZZh( t) is a continuous &valued function of t 2 0, and Ih( 1 < p, 
for all t, implies IZ-h(t)A I < p, for all t. For a > 0, I- operates on 99= with 
IZphl,G l4,Al +a). 
Finally we define I,: B. + B, as Z,h = Z-h(O). 
Using these notations, we can solve system (EL) by 
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Indeed, if F and G are given in a0 these expressions are easily verified to be 
a solution (in the sense of distributions) to system (EL); on the other hand, 
such a solution is unique in C&,x B,, up to adding a constant to w. The 
above solution is then the only one satisfying ti( (0)) = -fi( (0)). 
Let us sum up the formulas above as 
(0, w) = YV’, G, uc,). 
Thus we get the following formulation of system (E) as a fixed point 
problem: 
(Y,, w) = FLY,, WI= ~(F(Y,, 01, G(Y,, 01, YOJ 
The forthcoming part of this paper is devoted to the proof of the 
following: for y,, in B, with small norm, the mapping .Y is a contraction 
on a ball of S&x.S$ (with norm Il(o, ~)l/~=sup(I/ull~, Ilwljbl)). 
This will be a consequence of a pointwise estimation of the Fourier 
transforms of F(y,, o) and G( Y,~, w), proved in the next two sections. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF F AND G 
We split F and G into series of singular integral operators applied to the 
constant function 1 and to CD. Each operator will next be decomposed into 
a trivial singular part (Hilbert transform) and a sum of operators with 
regular kernels. 
For y, given in B,, and j = 0, 1, . . . . let 7’,( y,) denote the singular integral 
operator with kernel (l/n)(p’l(x -xl)), i.e., 
Let us notice T,(y,) is simply the Hilbert transform: 
It is known that Hs2^(r)= -isign a(<) and Hl =O. 
Then (formally): 
j=2 j=l 
G(y,,o)=oHy,+(l+o)Tl(y,)o+(l+w) f Ej’7”(Yx)(l+O) 
j=3 
with cj, ai, si)l equal to -1, 0, or 1. 
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Let us now decompose each T’(y,) (j= 1, 2, . ..). 
where Rk(y.r) Q(x) = (l/~) s ((W)P~), Q(x’) dx’. 
Indeed, (pj-Y,(x)‘)/(x-x’)=((P-~,(x))/(x-x’)) CL, Y,(x)‘-~P~~‘, 
and (P-Y.~(-W(X--‘) = -A, P~~‘P.~= ((llk)pk),. 
Remark. We shall see in the next section that for y, in B, each Tj(y,) is 
a bounded operator on B, and c,E r 11 T,(y,)ll,,,, < cc if 11 y, 1) < 1. Thus 
for II y, 11 < 1 and o E B, the series defining F and G are normally sum- 
mable. 
4. THE BASIC INEQUALITY 
Our contracting fixed point for F is based on a pointwise estimation of 
IF(yIx, CD,) - F(yzx, oz)lp, contained in the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let ylx, y2x, ol, o2 be elements of B,. Assume I y,I, <p, 
IwiI,~~(i=1,2)andIy,,-y,,I,~v, lo,-w,I,<vwithpaandvpositiue 
bounded measures, j dp < 1. Then 
IF(y,x, w)-F(~zx, dlpGA(~) * v> 
where A is a continuous map from the open unit ball of J.@+ (the set of 
bounded positive measures) into 4?+, with A(0) = 0. The same inequality 
holds for G. 
Before proving this lemma, we introduce operators Rk( ylx, . . . . ykx) 
formally defined by 
&c(Ylxv . ..y 
with pi(x, x’) = (y,(x) - yi(x’))/(x - x’). Then we have: 
PROPOSITION. Let ylx, . . . . y,, be elements of B, . Then Rk( ylx, . . . . ykx) 
maps B, into B,,and IRk(Yl,,...,Ykx)521p~21Y1,1p*...* iykxlp* iai-p, 
(here (521 up stands for e-P’ISZI, r = 2n 151). 
Proof of the Proposition. The operator Rk( ylX, . . . . ykx) is conveniently 
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expressed in terms of the Fourier transform. Indeed, the Fourier transform 
of the kernel is 
2i5 A 
kP1 *...*pk 
and, putting y’i: = ,ni, an easy calculation gives 
where ZA is the measure with unit mass uniformly spread on the segment 
i.e., <I,, 4) = (l/i) 1; 4(5,1- 0 &, for 0 compactly supported continuous 
test function. 




. . . 
k Ii, *...* zi,dCL1(;ll)“‘d~k(~k). 
In this measure-valued k-fold integral, IA, * . . . * I,, is a positive measure 
with unit mass carried by the line 5 + 5’ = I, + ... + &, whose density 
(with respect to 5) will be denoted e1 ,,,.., ).,(r). One verifies gA,, ,_,, 1k(5) < 
l/max, [Ai1 and this function vanishes for 151 + lx Ai- t;l > C lllil. 
Using this measure kernel Mk, one can define an Operator J&k on boun- 
ded measures, by the formula 
where cp is a compactly supported continuous test function. Indeed, from 
the inequality l&rl,,...,n~(5)l Gk, one has 
The operator Rk on B, is defined by (Rkf2)A= A&% Thus we can write 
I&c(Y,x, ...Y ykx) 52 IP = leP’Jllkbl, but, for any positive test function cp: 
<le”r~kSil,p)~~S”.~l~~i+ul al,,...,1,(C~i+a)cp(C~i+U) 
x ep*n’=A,+a’ dl/Q 1 (/I,) .‘.dl/l,l(l,) dlSil(u). 
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But since a(<) vanishes for l<l + Ix A;-[[ >C I&l, we may bound 
11 Izi+ al by C IAil - (ai, whence 
leP’~kfiJ<2eP’Ipl( *...*eprlpkI *epP’Idl, 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proof of the Lemma. From the proposition one easily deduces the 
inequality I/ Tj( yx) Q// < (1 + 2j) /I y, IJj //sZ//, therefore the series defining F 
and G converge in B,. 
One has 
+ (Ylx-Y2x) f EITj(Yl.r) Ql 
j=l 
+Y2.x T e~CTj(Ylx) nl - Tj(Y2x) O21, 
j=l 
where Qi= 1 + oi. This gives, in norm-measure I.lP: 
lF(Yl,,~,)-F(Y2,,02)l,d f  ITj(Y,,)sz,-Tj(Y,,)‘,I, 
j=2 
+lYIx-Y2xlp* f  lTj(YIx)Q1lp 
.j= 1 
+lYZxlp* f  IT,(Y,,)gr-Tj(Y2x),n21,, 
j=l 
Using the decomposition of T, and the proposition, one gets 
ITj(Yx)QlpG (1 +2j)lYxI,*-‘* IQlp, 
where p*j=p * -..* p (j times). 
To treat I T,( y,,) 52, - Tj( y2x) 52, IP, one writes 
Tj(Yl,)52,-Tj(Y2,)522=(y’,,-y’,,) HQl+YLH(fil-Q2) 
+ i (Yi2;k--~k)Rk(y2x)~*+yil;kCRlb(y2x)~2-Rk(Y,x)SZ1l. 
k=l 
Writing yi, - y;, = (~,~-y,,)C~=,y’,;~y:x’, one gets Iy{x-yLl,< 
ip4(‘- 1) * v. 
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Similarly, using pt - p’; = ( p2 - p I ) I:= I p’; - ‘pi- l and the proposition, 
one gets 
IR,(y,,) 52, - Rk(YlJ n, Ip < 2k/L*‘&- l) * v + 2(k + 1) p*k * v 
(noticing IQ,l, < 6 + p, where 6 is Dirac’s unit mass in zero). A direct 
calculation then gives 
ITj(Yl.x)al - Tj(Y2,)g,lp~c(j)(~*c’-1’+~*j) * v3 
where c(j) = 2j2 + 3j + 1. Finally 
IFt;(y,x, w)-F(yzx> ~z)l,~N4 * v, 
where ,4(~)=24~+88,:,(j+l)~p*j. 
The calculation is similar with G instead of F. 
5. THE RESULT 
THEOREM. For some E > 0, for any y,, E B, with mean zero (i.e., 
jo,({O})=O) and norm GE, there exists a>0 and (y,,o) in gax&?X 
solution (in distribution sense) to the system 
yxt- Aw =F(Y,, w1.w 
wt- AY, = Wx, 0)s 
Yx(O) = YOX? o(O) with mean zero. 
Such a solution is unique in some ball of $!?I0 x go. And y,(t), o(t) converge to 
zero uniformly as t goes to infinity. 
Thanks to the estimation in the previous section, there exists E > 0 such 
that if II y,, 11 GE, there is a > 0 and a ball in 9Ja x $9g which Y maps into 
itself with contraction. The fixed point of Y in this ball is a solution to the 
system with y,(O) = yoX, and o(O) = -y,, + Z,(F+ G) has mean zero if yoX 
has. 
Since y, E L?&, one has I y.Jt)- I < e-or’2nlS’~, where fi is some positive 
bounded measure, which may be assumed to have no mass in zero; then 
11 Y,(t)11 < 1 e-ar2nlCI dp(<), 
and this last integral goes to zero for t infinite. The same holds for w. 
Uniqueness is obvious from contraction. 
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Remark. The idea of estimating integral operators using pointwise 
bounds on Fourier transforms, which here plays an essential role, is not 
new. It may be found, for example, in Coifman and Meyer [4]. 
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